
Pop Art Animals
Mrs Ras



Find a portrait that 
shows an animal 
with a distinct 
emotion / personality



Using pixlr 
BG

Remove 
the 
backgoind 
and 
download a 
png or jpeg 
of it



Open a  
letter sized 
file 

Remember 
to lower your 
DPI if 
necessary 



file> open 
and place



Edit > free 
Transform

Make sure 
the animal 
goes off the 
edges of at 
least 2 sides



Right 
click on 
the layer> 
rasterize



Enhance 
the 
contrast 
with

Image> 
adj> 
curves



Make it black and 
white

image> adj> black 
and white



Right 
click on 
the layer

> 

Duplicate 
the layer



Now we create shapes to color…. 
There are two ways you can do this 

1) Posterize (angular look)
2) Or vectorize ( rounder look) 





Or use VEctorize ( it makes a different look, smoother more calming) 



Click on 
both 

Choose 
how many 
colors you 
want for the 
desired 
look



Select all the 
shapes in the 
layer list 

Hold shift to 
select more 
than on layer 
at a time…. 
Then 

rightclick> 
merge layers



Now let's fill in color according to the 
personality or emotion of the animal



Open your color 
window

window> color 



Starting with the 
dark grays 
choose the dark 
end of the hue 
yours and begin 
to fill in those 
shades with your 
paint bucket tool

Change the 
sensitivity of the 
paint bucket tool 
by lowering 
tolerance to 5



Continue to fill 
in the shapes 
with color 
according to the 
grays.  You can 
change the hue 
(like i did to 
yellow) as long 
as it follows the 
value ie the 
lighting. 



Once everything is 
painted 

Love the extra layer 
on  top of the colored 
animal layer



Change the 
layer mode of 
that moved 
layer tooo 
“Darker 
Color” 



On that 
layer 

Image> 
adj> 
threshold



Add a blank  layer 
at the bottom of the 
layer list 

Choose a 
complementary 
color for the 
background and 
then on the blank 
layer using the 
paint bucket tool fill 
that layer leaving 
no white



Ok now export as a jpeg
File> export as> jpeg

Now lets go to Gravit to add the brush stroke accent lines







File > import> place image



Scale the 
image into 
page



Lock the layer



Using the 
freehand or 
the pen tool 
begin tracing 
and creating 
accent lines 
to your piece



Once you draw 
your line or 
lines

Using the 
selection tool 
select the line

And then 
change the 
color of the line



WITH THE LINE 
SELECTED

You can change 
the size of the 
stroke



We can 
change 
the 
opacity 
of the 
line 



If you want a 
smoother end to 
a line 

Click on the 
preferences on 
the border then

Choose the 
rounded end


